
KOLEGJI ESLG
Development  plan  for  achievement  of  bachelor  program  learning
outcomes

Based  on  the  Bachelor  Program  Learning  Outcomes  Achievement  Review  that  was
drawn from the Learning Outcomes Self Assesment Forms filled by each course bearer
and based on the quality improvement plan for achievement of bachelor program learning
outcomes, the Department of Real Estate has drawn the following development plan for
achievement of program learning outcomes:

- Invite  guest  speakers  from  the  Commercial  Court  and  Administrative  court  for
drafting administrative acts and interpreting commercial court cases;

- Provide  tutorship  in  legal  drafting  and  interpretation  of  legal  acts  related  to
construction industry;

- Add software in the courses of Architecture;
- Increase site visits to Kosovo Cadastral Agency and working with KCLIS platform;
- Provide students with real valuation reports from licensed appraisers;
- Invite real accountants from construction industry to serve as appraisers’ of students

projects;
- Invite notary service to serve as guest speakers in contractual real estate transactions;
- Add  site  visits  and  invite  guest  speakers  from municipal  and  road  infrastructure

companies;
- Invite KOSTT experts as guest speakers on energy infrastructure;
- Invite  HR  Officers  of  relevant  corporations  to  lecture  on  emotional  intelligence

aspects that are relevant to Kosovar construction companies especially in sales and
marketing; project management;

- Invite  a  representative  of  digital  advertisement  company  to  talk  about  digital
marketing on real estate;
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KOLEGJI ESLG
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

1. Sign  a  memorandum  of  understanding  with  Commercial  Court  and
Administrative Courts;

2. Hire more tutors on legal drafting and interpretation;
3. Implement the MoU with KCA and increase the exercises with KCLIS platform;
4. Implement MoUs with Association of Real Restate Appraisers and sign MoUs

with KOSTT and Association of Infrastructure and Builders of Kosovo;
5. Implement the MoU with Hoxha Invest Group construction company to invite

real accountants, department of HR;
6. Sign an MoU with digital marketing company for internship of students and also

inviting digital marketers to serve as visiting professors in the part of exercises;
7. Sign and implement an MoU with Chamber of Notaries in Kosovo;
8. Procure and add other software in architecture;

Prof. Assoc. Dr. Visar Hoxha, Department Head, 13.02.2020 
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